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Goal - Increase control performance for a set of control loops that exchange control data over the
Controller Area Network (CAN)
Idea - Fight for idle resources using possible performance improvement as network Id
Messages and free slots

Model ẋ(t) = A x(t) + B u(t) , y(t) = C x(t)
Loop 1

Each control loop performance is measured by an infinite-horizon
continuous-time quadratic cost function
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Loop 2
Optional message

The control signal updates are mandatory at kh, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . and
h the system’s sampling period

Mandatory message

Time

There are free slots on the bus which can be used
to improve the overall performance. A criterium
is needed to choose which control loop will use
them.

Medium access Policies - A decentraliced model for overall performance improvement
Centralized model (MC model)

Decentralized model (MD model)

By encoding in each sensor message iden- By encoding in each sensor message
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in bus contention, the bitwise arbitra- extra message and the performance of
tion of CAN would give access to the not sending it, the bitwise arbitration
message encoding the minimum overall of CAN would produce the desired result.
cost.
Pros
Cons
The state information of all plants must
be known at each sensor node
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• The required number of matrix operations at each sensor node for each
optional control job reduces to 3
• The number of matrices to be stored
h
in memory reduces to hs − 1
• There is no need of extra messages
informing of plant’s states

There is no need of full knowledge of
the rest of plant’s states

Simulations
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Advantages of MD implementation
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Comparative of a static resource assignment vs. a random
resource assignment vs. a larger error first (LEF) and the
maximum difference policies

• The MD policy permits to chose at run time which loop
should execute an additional control job each time the bus
is idle.
• the policy can be efficiently implemented in CAN.
• Is feasible in terms of resource demands.
• Simulations show that the MD policy provides the best
performance compared to previous and/or alternative policies.
• Given the fact that at run time there is no knowledge of
possible future idle windows at the bus, it could happen
that an alternative sequence of job assignments would rise
with a better performance.

